This Book is Not Yet Rated
by Peter Bognanni
YA FIC BOG
17-year-old movie-lover Ethan, the defacto manager of Minneapolis’s crumbling Green Street Cinema, teams up with a motley crew, including his now-famous true love, Raina, to try to save the landmark from destruction.

This Is Where it Ends
by Marieke Nijkamp
YA FIC NIJ
Minutes after the principal of Opportunity High School in Alabama finishes her speech welcoming the student body to a new semester, they discover that the auditorium doors will not open and someone starts shooting. Four teens, each with a personal reason to fear the shooter, tell the tale from separate perspectives.

The Way I Used to Be
by Amber Smith
YA FIC SMI
Eden was always good at being good. Starting high school didn’t change who she was. But the night her brother’s best friend rapes her, Eden’s world capsizes. What was once simple, is now complex. What Eden once loved—who she once loved—she now hates.

We’ll Fly Away
by Bryan Bliss
YA FIC BLI
Luke feels like he’s been looking after Toby his entire life. He patches Toby up when Toby’s father beats him and diffuses the situation at school when Toby inevitably gets into fights. Someday, Luke and Toby will leave their small town, riding the tails of Luke’s wrestling scholarship. But during their senior year, they begin to drift apart. Luke is dealing with his mother and her new boyfriend. And Toby unwittingly begins to get drawn into his father’s world and falls for an older woman. All their long-held dreams seem to be unraveling.

What to Say Next
by Julie Buxbaum
YA FIC BUX
When an unlikely friendship is sparked between relatively popular Kit Lowell and socially isolated David Drucker, Kit asks David for his help figuring out the how and why of her father’s tragic car accident.

You’re Welcome, Universe
by Whitney Gardner
YA FIC GAR
When Julia finds a slur about her friend scrawled across the back of the Kingston School for the Deaf, she covers it up with a graffiti mural. The principal expels her, and her two mothers set Julia up with a "mainstream" school, where she’s treated like an outcast as the only deaf student.
Aftermath
by Clara Kensie
YA FIC KEN
Four years after being kidnapped, 16-year-old Charlotte returns home to find her family ripped apart, but before she can try to reunite them, or help find the body of her captor’s first victim, she must come to terms with her past.

Foolish Hearts
by Emma Mills
YA FIC MIL
When Claudia eavesdrops on the epic breakup of Paige and Iris, the it-couple at her school, she finds herself in hot water with Iris. Thrown together in the class production of *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, along with the cutest boy Claudia has ever known, Iris and Claudia are in for an eye-opening senior year.

Hello Girls
by Brittany Cavallaro
YA FIC CAV
Fed up with their abusive families, Winona and Lucille consider turning in their relatives before deciding to reclaim their lives, and embark on a road trip away from their small Michigan town in a stolen convertible.

How It Feels to Fly
by Kathryn Holmes
YA FIC HOL
When anxiety hinders her progress as a dancer, Samantha is sent to a summer treatment camp for teen artists and athletes struggling with obstacles, but she cannot cope when asked to open up about her deepest insecurities.

The Speed of Falling Objects
by Nancy R. Fischer
YA FIC FIS
After losing an eye in a childhood accident, Danny had to relearn her perception of space. She’s certain that her mom’s bitterness and her TV star father’s absence are her fault. When her dad calls with an offer to join him to film the next episode of his survivalist show, Danny jumps at the chance to prove she’s not the disappointment he left behind.

Little & Lion
by Brandy Colbert
YA FIC COL
When Suzette comes home from her boarding school in New England, she isn’t sure if she’ll ever want to go back. Her stepbrother, Lionel, who has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, needs her emotional support. But as she settles into her old life, Suzette finds herself falling for someone...the same girl her brother is in love with.

Lucy & Linh
by Alice Pung
YA FIC PUN
Laurinda is an exclusive school for girls. At its hidden centre of power is The Cabinet, a trio of girls who wield power over their classmates—and some of their teachers. Entering this world of wealth and secrets is Lucy Lam, a scholarship girl with sharp eyes and a shaky sense of self.

Every Moment After
by Joseph Moldover
YA FIC MOL
After high school graduation, best friends Matt and Cole strive to put behind them the school shooting they survived in first grade and really begin to live. Told in two voices.

Far From the Tree
by Robin Benway
YA FIC BEN
Being the middle child has its ups and downs. But for Grace, an only child adopted at birth, discovering that she’s a middle child is a different ride altogether. After putting her own baby up for adoption, she goes looking for her biological family.